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Context and objective:
Provide children with contact and connection with nature by planting, cultivating and caring for plants in the school's backyard. Understanding the importance of each element present in nature, valuing the biodiversity that surrounds them, making them protagonists in caring for the planet in the future.

Methodology:
Conducting a conversation wheel to sensitize families. With the support of families and friends from the school, the structuring and organization of the space began. Thus, the space gained a vegetable garden and planting of small fruit trees. And it is taken care of by the children who, every day before starting the activities, do the gratitude wheel, watering, observation and connection with the elements of Nature.

Results:
The project has already resulted in children who are more focused, attentive and calm during classes and activities. In addition to their keener perception and sensitivity in identifying the sounds of birds, small insects and different plants. There was also a greater sensitivity of parents about the importance of children being in contact with Nature, the involvement of families in caring for the space and children's feelings of affection and care for plants.

Contact:
E-mail: ligiapedagoga@gmail.com/ Instagram: @domeuquintaleuplantoofuturo